Manufacturing
Services
Tablet Manufacturing
Traditional, effervescent,
lozenges and flavored chewable
tablets.

Capsule Manufacturing

Why Choose JW Nutritional?

Two-Piece Hard Capsules;
Gelatin, Vegetarian, and
Delayed Release – in a variety
of colors

We specialize in creating and manufacturing private and contract formulas for
vitamins, dietary supplements, nutraceuticals, and nutritional supplements.
JW Nutritional strives to maintain a high quality of business
through communication, quality control and assurance, and exceeding our
customers’ expectations. Making long lasting partnerships with our clients is
paramount. We offer a turnkey service platform with
formulation Research & Development, ingredient-sourcing, packaging, label
review, compliance with FDA Regulations, and fulfillment. JW Nutritional is an
actual manufacturer, we are not a broker.

Protein Manufacturing
Formulate your own protein
supplement made from isolates
and concentrates of whey, milk,
and various plant/vegan
offerings.

Powder Manufacturing
Quality Control
In-house laboratory offering a
full range of raw material and
finished product testing. HPLC,
FTIR and wet chemistry assays,
along with Atomic Absorption
for Heavy Metals testing.
Identification and purity are
keys to success!

Manufacturing Capabilities
We house advanced manufacturing
equipment, including high-speed
rotary compression machines,
large volume blenders, high-speed
encapsulation machines, and liquid
fills. Production floors and
warehouse supervised by fullystaffed Quality Assurance Team.

Practical for formulas measured
in grams, ready to mix with
water. Flavored and unflavored
powder fills are our specialty!
•

Liquids Manufacturing
Cold-fill liquid development
and manufacturing. 2 fl. oz.
“shots” up to 1 gallon fills.

Turnkey Packaging
NSF Certified Facilities
NSF GMP and NSF for Sport
certifications across
production and warehousing
totaling an area of
130,000+ square feet.

We are Flavor Experts
We offer a wide variety of flavor
systems and profiles. Both
naturally and Artificially-based
flavors, sweeteners, & texture
agents give our customers the
variety they need to stand out.

Automated packaging line for
all of our manufacturing
options. Various plastics,
containers, lids, boxes, and
bottles ensure a complete
ready-to-ship solution for our
customers.

Flexible Packaging
Bartelt and Ropak machines
offer a full spectrum of sizes for
3-sided-seal sachets (packets)
and stick packs; packaged in
bulk or display boxes for retail.

(214) 221-0404

www.jwnutritional.com

